
I've got cancer—a brain lymphoma—and I'm in the fight of my life. Everyone knows me as a tough,
tough guy. And I've never been afraid of anything. Not any human, not anything. Then I woke up in the.
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What Happened To Lyle Alzado? (Story) - Pro Football History

Lyle Alzado, who played for the Denver Broncos, Cleveland Browns and Los Angeles Raiders from
1971-85, died at 43 on May 14, 1992. He insisted that almost 20 years of steroid use was the major.



Lyle Alzado Is Dead at 43 of Cancer - Los Angeles Times

Alzado died in 1992, but not before coming clean as a "phony" who copped to his greatest faults and
stood as a cautionary tale for young players tempted by steroids. At first blush, Alzado's story .

Lyle Alzado remains the reminder that steroid users cheating selves .

It wasn't until years later that the primary cause of his eccentric personality came to light and how that
cause may have led to his sudden passing. This is a look back at the life, career, and sad death of Lyle
Alzado. From New York to South Dakota Lyle Martin Alzado was born on April 3, 1949 in Brooklyn,
New York.



Doctors: He Died of Cancer, Not AIDS - Los Angeles Times

Lyle Alzado, the Brooklyn-born former lineman whose fierce play for the Los Angeles Raiders made
him the apotheosis of ferocity and who later became a self-styled symbol of the dangers of steroid .

Lyle Alzado Biography - Facts, Childhood, Family Life & Achievements



What really killed Lyle Alzado? . the time he was diagnosed in April of 1991 until his death, May 14,
1992, has lingered hauntingly. . that steroid use also causes problems with joints and .

'Certain steroid' reduces rage of Alzado to dying whimper

Alzado died at the young age of 43 from a brain tumor caused by T-cell central nervous system
lymphoma, an extremely rare type of non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Alzado claims his cancer was caused by
his use of performance-enhancing drugs, but there is no medical evidence that this is definitely true.



THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THE TOOZ - Los Angeles Times

But in 1992, seven years after playing in his last regular-season game, Alzado died from brain
lymphoma, a rare form of cancer. He was 43. Although there is no medical link between steroids and.

Alzado, who wanted to win at all costs, pays ultimate price



Former Raiders defensive end Lyle Alzado, her in action against the Steelers in 1983 at the Los Angeles
Coliseum died at the age of 43 from brain cancer.

Steroid Research Coming Up Short : Drugs: Despite the death of Alzado .

PORTLAND, Ore. -- Lyle Alzado, the fearsome Raiders lineman who made his reputation as a Brooklyn
street fighter and turned to acting and business after retiring from football, died peacefully.

Alzado Believes Steroids Caused His Inoperable Brain Cancer

Lyle Alzado has an ironclad NFL legacy, though probably not one he would have envisioned during his
playing days. . Prior to his death in 1992, he blamed his usage of the drugs and hormone .



Lyle Alzado's Tragic Story of Lies, Steroids, and His Untimely Death at .

Cause of Death: Brain Cancer Ancestry: Spanish American City: Brooklyn, New York City U. S. State:
New Yorkers More Facts Recommended Lists: American Celebrities Film & Theater Personalities



'I'm Sick and I'm Scared' - Sports Illustrated Vault | SI

Denver Broncos When the Broncos' starting right defensive end Rich "Tombstone" Jackson was injured
in 1971, Alzado took over the job and went on to make various All-rookie teams for his contributions of
60 tackles and 8 sacks. The following year, Alzado began to get national attention as he racked up 10½
sacks to go with his 91 tackles.



'A Football Life' portrays Lyle Alzado as far more than steroid abuser

Published on June 6, 2020 3 min read Lyle Alzado played his college football at Yankton College, a
small NAIA school in South Dakota. There, the future Denver Broncos and Los Angeles Raiders
defensive lineman fine-tuned his game that prepped him for a life in the NFL. It was also there that
Alzado began his use of steroids. Lyle Alzado's NFL career

Lyle Alzado - Wikipedia

Alzado's voice once growled. But now it almost whispered. He didn't identify the "certain steroid" that
damaged his immune system and didn't supply medical confirmation. But the NFL's .



Raider Revisit: Lyle Alzado The Original Darth Raider - YouTube

DeLoughery and Dr. Robert Huizenga, who treated Alzado at UCLA before he went to Portland, have
staked their reputations on the cause of Alzado's death as primary brain lymphoma, a rare.

Dying to Be Heard - Los Angeles Times

(Story) What Happened To Lyle Alzado? (Story) By Poch de la Rosa July 28, 2022 (Photo by George



Rose/Getty Images) There was no question that former Denver Broncos defensive end Lyle Alzado was
a freak of nature on and off the football field. Alzado trained like a beast in the weight room dating back
to his high school days.

Former All-Pro Lyle Alzado dies, claimed steroids killed him

PORTLAND, Ore. -- Lyle Alzado, the brawling defensive lineman who played in two Super Bowls and
two Pro Bowls during a 15-year NFL career, died Thursday of inoperable brain cancer. He was 43. .



Former All-Pro Lyle Alzado dies - UPI Archives

Lyle Alzado Is Dead at 43 of Cancer : Football: The former Raider succumbs to a rare brain lymphoma
that he said was brought on by use of steroids. By MARYANN HUDSON May 15, 1992 12 AM PT
TIMES.



The Wild Life, Sad Death Of Browns DE Lyle Alzado (Complete Story)

June 28, 1991 12 AM PT. Former Raider Lyle Alzado, who has inoperable brain cancer, believes his
condition was caused by steroids he took in his unsuccessful comeback attempt with the Raiders last .



Lyle Alzado, 43, Fierce Lineman Who Turned Steroid Foe, Is Dead

Soon after Lyle Alzado developed the brain lymphoma that would eventually cause his death, he
announced that the cancer had been caused by anabolic steroids and human growth hormone. Alzado,
who .

'A Football Life: Lyle Alzado' shows a tortured soul - NFL

New players such as Matt Millen, Howie Long and Lyle Alzado cocked skeptical eyebrows. . The
coroner's report ruled the cause of death to be an accidental overdose of Darvocet, a prescription .



ESPN Classic - Not the size of the dog in the fight

History Of The Oakland RaidersRaider Revisit: Lyle Alzado The Original Darth RaiderThese videos are
from a telecast, broadcast, and or a production of NFL Fi.

• https://groups.google.com/g/89muscleman89/c/1X_BnZ7jYNc
• https://publiclab.org/notes/print/45779
• https://groups.google.com/g/88muscleman82/c/w9KgYyUQXYM
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